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Introduction 

Unless otherwise specified, graphs considered here are finite, undirected, 
loopless and without multiple edges. The chromatic number of a graph G, denoted 
by x( G), is defined as the least number of colors needed to color the vertices of 
G such that no two adjacent vertices get the same color. Equivalently, it is the 
least integer k for which there exists a partition of the vertex set of G into 
k subsets V1, V2 , . . . • Vk such that each induced subgraph < Vi> is 
an independent set. One generalization of this concept is given in the following 
definition . 

Definition 1.1 Let H be a graph. The H-chromatic number of G. denoted 
by x(G; 11), is defined to be the least interger k for which there exists a parti· 
tion of the vertex set of G into k subsets V1, V2, ... , Vk such that 
each connected component of < Vj > is an induced subgraph of H. 

We observe that if H is the trivial graph with one vertex , then the H
chromatic number of G coincides with the usual chromatic number of G. 

Theorem 1.1. If H1 is an induce(l subgraph of H2, then for any graph G, 
xrc. 111) ;;.. xfG; H2J. 

Proof: Let k = x(G; HtJ. Then there exists a partition of the vertex set 
of G into k subsets V1; V2, .. . , Vk such that the connected components 

of <Vi> are induced subgraphs of H1 • It follows that these connected compo· 
ncnts arc also induced subgraphs of H2. Therefore x(G; H2) ..;;; k. 

In the next section, we shall focus on H·chromatic number of graphs, where 
H is a path (finite or infinite in order). 

Path Chromatic Number 

Let fJ be a path of order k. We shall call x(G; H) the k-path chromatic 
number of G, and we shall denote it by x(G; Pj.). Observe that xfG; P1) ::o x(G), 
the usual chromatic number of G. lt follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
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The proof of the following theorem can be found in (1] . 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a graph with maximum degree d. Then for each 

k~2, 

x(G: Pk) ~ ~ .d ·~ll 

lt is well known that for any phlllar graph C, X( G) ...; 4 an d thnt this 

bound is best possible. It is quite natural to ask for the best upper hnund for 
x(G; Pk), where k ~ 2. Intuitively. one would expect an uppi? r bo\:nd J es~ than 

4. 
Let us consider first t he case of ou ter planar graph s. It is known that X( G) 

-< 3 for all outer planar graphs and that this bound is the best possible. 1-!ow about 
x(G; !'k ), where k ~ 2'1 

Theorem 2.2. If C is outer planar and k ~ 2, then (C; f1 ; ~ 3 and this 
bound is hest possible . 

Proof: We shall use mathematical induction on the o rder of G. If the order 
of G is n = I , 2 or 3 , the theorem is easily seen to be true. Let n ;:;;, 4 
and assume that the theorem holds for all outer plana1 graphs or order n -- 1. 
Choose a vertex v or degree at most 2 and let r.: = c - V. By induction hy
pothesis. there cx.ists a coloring of the vcrt io:cs of G' using a t most 3 colors such 
that vertices having the same color induce a graph all of whose connected compo
nents are paths of order not exceeding k. Since v has at most two neighbors, 
we can color it using a color out of the 3 colors such th<~t it is differen tly .:olored 

from any of its neighbors. Hence, x/G: Pk) < 3. This is best possible upper hound 
since the outer planar graph G = K 1 + P2k+ 2 has k-path chromatic number 
equal to 3 . 

Now let us consider planar graphs in general. We know that there exist 
planar graphs C for which x(G) = 4 . What about x{G; Pk. ), \\'here k ?- 2'? 

Theorem 2.3. For each k ~ 2, the re exists a planar graph G for \vhich 
x(G: Pk) = 4. 

Proof: Le t p = Sk + 5 and Jet 1 = x 1 x~ ... Xp and J ~ y 1y2 
.. . Yp he t wo vertex-disjoint paths. Let K 3 = { a, b. c} be a clique without 
vertices in c~mmon with 1 or .!. form the planar g r:~ ph G = ( { a. h } t 1) 
U { {h. c J + J) shown :J t tl:c fo llowing page 

By the Four-Color Theorem, we know that x (G; PtJ ,;;; 4 . Now , suppose that 

x ( G; Pk) ~ 3. Since {a, b, c } is a dique , t be vert ices a, h. c cannot all have 
the same color. Without Joss of gencr:~ lity. let us assume th at th e ve1·1 ex a has 
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color I and that vertex b has color 2. Then at most two verlices in I have color 
1 and also at most two vcrtil:CS (in I) have color 2 . Since I has 5k + 5 vcrti~.:cs, 
then at least 5k + i vertices in I have color 3. This implic"s the existence of 
at least one path in 1 of order greater than k aU of whose vertices are colored 
J.This is a contradiction. Hence, X(G; Pk) = 4 . 

Let H be a paih of infinite order. Then we shall denote X (G: H) by 
the sy mbol X (G; P00). ln view of (*). om~ would expect X (G; Poo) to be 
strictly less than x (G). For outer planar graphs, this is indeed true. A proof of 
the next theorem can be found in [1 J. 

77zeorem 2.4. Jf G is an outer planar graph , then x ( G; f' oJ ~ 2 . 
For a planar graph in general, 2 is not the correct upper bound for x (G; P oJ. 

Tl1c foUowing planar graph has x (G; P oJ = 3. 

It is not known, however, if 3 is the best upper bound for x (G; P oJ for planar 
graphs G. 
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Other Generalizations 

Evidently, the concept of chromatic number can be generalized in many 
different ways and path chromatic number is one of these . By simply specifying 
the graph /i in Definition 1.1 , we get a new and gener&lized concept of chromatic 
number which will always coincide with the usual concept of d1romatic number 
when H is the trivial graph with only one vertex. llowever, it is convenient 
to choose H to be a sp~cial graph - one with a not so complicated structure. 
For example, we take H to be the star Sk (k ~ 0) and call the associated 
number the star chromatic number. Other examples of graphs H we can use are 
the complete graph, the empty graph (the complement of the complete graph) , 
etc. 
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